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ABSTRACT 

SUSANA RAMIREZ 

MOVING BEYOND BORDERLANDS: SHIFTING TOWARDS NEW THEORETICAL 

UNDERSTANDINGS OF SPIRITUAL ACTIVISM IN GLORIA E. ANZALDÚA’S 

CHILDREN’S LITERATURE 

 In this thesis, I center spiritual activism to argue that Anzaldúa’s thinking pushed 

beyond reductionist ways of understanding borderlands theory and possibly towards more 

inclusionary, relational worldviews rooted in spirituality. I focus more specifically on 

how Anzaldúa’s post-Borderlands theories in her two published children’s books can be 

read as manifestations of spiritual activism. By coupling Anzaldúa’s children’s books 

with her lesser-known theories, Anzaldúa offers theoretical and practical frameworks for 

enacting spiritual activism. Throughout my thesis, I treat each text separately in order to 

draw out specific theories, which it most closely embodies and enacts and how they 

contribute shifting understandings of spiritual activism. In the pedagogical spirit of the 

genre of children’s literature, I anticipate educating readers about both Anzaldúa’s post-

Borderlands theories and raising awareness about the extensive breadth of Anzaldúa’s 

writing through her children’s literature.  
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CHAPTER I 
 

INTRODUCTION 

An internationally renowned writer, poet, editor, scholar and postcolonial theorist, 

Gloria E. Anzaldúa has made significant contributions to a variety of fields, including 

American literature, composition studies, cultural studies, feminist studies, and queer 

studies. Critical reception of her writing, for the most part, remains quite favorable. John 

Mah y Busch celebrates Anzaldúa’s work as “the most analyzed, quoted, and debated of 

contemporary U.S. Latina and Latino writers” (139). As scholarship grows, Anzaldúan 

studies solidifies as a serious, critical area of research. Yet, even as the corpus of critical 

thought flourishes, Anzaldúa’s writings still offer so much for scholars to explore beyond 

current, dominant readings of her writings.  

 Although Anzaldúa wrote extensively, publishing several edited collections, self-

authored books, and many essays, poems and short stories, Borderlands/La Frontera: The 

New Mestiza (1987) remains her most widely read and researched text. Anzaldúa’s 

landmark multi-genre publication, Borderlands/La Frontera weaves together personal 

and social history to articulate borderlands theory and what she names “the new mestiza.” 

The new mestiza exists in geographic or metaphoric borderlands, and from her 

experiences, develops a new consciousness out of this multiplicity. Anzaldúa defines the 

new mestiza as someone who develops “a tolerance for contradictions, a tolerance for 

ambiguity. . . plural personality, she operates in a pluralistic mode—nothing is thrust out, 
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the good the bad and the ugly, nothing rejected, nothing abandoned. Not only does she 

sustain contradictions, she turns the ambivalence into something else” (101).   Combining 

prose and poetry, Anzaldúa documents the generations of people dispossessed from their 

lands and cultures residing in the borderlands of the geopolitical region of the 

Texas/Mexican border. While Anzaldúa focuses on the actual physical borderland, 

Borderlands theory1 can apply to “wherever two or more cultures edge each other” 

(Borderlands, n.p.). Borderlands/La Frontera plays a significant role in Anzaldúa’s 

writing trajectory; however, the breadth of her writing and thinking extends beyond this 

powerful text.  

 Writing across genres, Anzaldúa notably published two bilingual children’s 

books: Friends from the Other Side/Amigos del Otro Lado (1993) and Prietita and the 

Ghost Woman/ Prietita y la Llorona (1995). Unlike Borderlands, Anzaldúa’s children’s 

books garner little scholarly attention.2 Yet, Anzaldúa’s children’s books expand 

creatively on the invigorating theories she began to develop in Borderlands/La Frontera 

                                                
1 As The Gloria Anzaldúa Reader notes, Borderlands, with a capital B, goes beyond the 
geopolitical Texas/Mexico borderlands to include psychic, sexual and spiritual 
Borderlands in both their geographical and metaphorical representations.  
2 In a MLA search on April 10, 2011, I found 115 articles discussing Borderlands, but 
only four centering on her children’s books. See Genny Ballard’s “The Keys to the 
Kitchen: Cooking and Latina Power in Latin(o) American Children's Stories;” Edith 
Vásquez’s “La Gloriosa Travesura de la Musa Que Cruza/The Misbehaving Glory(a) of 
the Border-Crossing Muse: Transgression in Anzaldúa's Children's Stories;” Tiffany 
Ana.López’s and Phillip Serrato’s “A New Mestiza Primer: Borderlands Philosophy in 
the Children's Books of Gloria Anzaldúa;” and Carmen Liliana Medina’s “Inter-mediano 
identidades: Mediating Identities in the Exploration of Latina Children's Literature 
through Drama.” 
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and expanded throughout her interviews3 and unpublished archival writings. Moreover, 

Anzaldúa considered her children’s literature a vital component of her writing trajectory 

and holistic vision for social change and healing.4 Anzaldúa states, “Reading and writing 

[children’s] books that show Chicanos in a positive way becomes part of decolonizing, 

disindoctrinating ourselves from the oppressive messages we’ve been given” 

(Interviews/Entrevistas 245). In an effort to reach out to Chicana/o children, Anzaldúa 

wrote to offer accessible positive Chicana/o and Mexican role models to counter negative 

representations, while ultimately seeking to educate a wide readership.5 As such, 

Anzaldúa’s children’s books offer many exciting possibilities to explore.   

Although Anzaldúa develops her widely known theories such as borderlands 

theory and mestiza consciousness in her children’s books, I am more interested in the 

manifestations of Anzaldúa’s post-Borderlands theories such as nepantla, nos/otras, and 

spiritual activism. As Anzaldúa notes in an interview, scholars have been selective in 

their analyses of her work. This selective process leads to glaring omissions in scholarly 

inquiry. Scholars are reluctant to explore “unsafe” dimensions of her writing such as 

concepts pertaining to spirituality, imagination, and intuitive realities. Focusing on the 

limitations in the scholarship on Borderlands/La Frontera, she asserts:  

                                                
3 See Interviews/Entrevistas.  
4 Several unpublished children’s stories ranging from complex issues such as death and 
sexuality to encounters with an otherworldly spirit, can be found at the Benson Latin 
American Collection, attesting to Anzaldúa’s dedication to this genre and concern about 
future generations.  
5 See Anzaldúa’s interview with María Henríquez Betancor from Interviews/Entrevistas 
for further discussions of Anzaldúa’s vision of the audience of her children’s books.  
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The “safe” elements in Borderlands are appropriated and used, and the 

“unsafe” elements are ignored. . . . As long as it’s theoretical and about 

history, about borders, that’s fine; borders are a concern that everyone has. 

But when I start talking about nepantla—as a border between the spirit, 

the psyche, and the mind or as a process—they resist. (qtd. in Keating 

“Risking the Personal” 7) 

By answering Anzaldúa’s call to look into the “unsafe,” or spiritual and mystical 

dimensions of her writing, readers gain profound new understandings of Anzaldúa’s 

multifaceted ways of thinking rooted in spiritual, intuitive knowledges. As AnaLouise 

Keating reminds us, Anzaldúa’s post-Borderlands theories help scholars understand the 

development and complexity of her thinking and her attempts to work towards a radical 

social justice vision beyond existing paradigms (5).6  

Current scholarship informs my desire to move beyond Borderlands’ theoretical 

frameworks, and offers a foundation for building on this analysis. Also working with 

Anzaldúa’s lesser-known theories, Tey Rebolledo’s “Prietita y el Otro Lado: Gloria 

Anzaldúa’s Literature for Children” discusses Anzaldúa’s children’s books and how they 

serve as extensions of Anzaldúa’s larger theoretical concepts of facultad (an experiential, 

intuitively-based extra sense cultivated particularly by people pushed to the margins 

because of homophobia, racism, etc.), conocimientos (ways of knowing-acting), and 

                                                
6 See AnaLouise Keating’s “From Borderlands and New Mestizas to Nepantlas and 
Nepantleras: Anzaldúan Theories of Social Change” to explore further “blank spots” in 
Anzaldúan scholarship or what Anzaldúa might describe as desconocimientos. 
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desconocimientos (unattained knowledge). This brief article is one of the few 

foundational pieces of scholarship dealing specifically with Anzaldúa’s children’s books 

and her later theories. Rebolledo adopts a holistic approach to engaging with Anzaldúa’s 

children’s literature: not only does she discuss Borderlands, but she moves beyond this 

well-known text to make other connections between Anzaldúa’s adult writings and her 

children’s books.  

For discussing nepantla, I rely heavily on Tiffany Ana López and Philip Serrato’s 

“A New Mestiza Primer” as a point of departure.7 Nepantla is a Nahuatl word meaning 

“in-between space” in which “the connection to the spirit world is more pronounced” 

(Anzaldúa, Interviews 176). Although López and Serrato  position Prietita in both 

narratives as enacting the role of the new mestiza and focus primarily on the physical 

borderlands, their research shapes my argument as I move beyond borderlands to include 

the spiritual dimension of in-between spaces that nepantla offers. In my thesis, I build on 

their argument by reading Prietita also as a nepantlera,8 which offers a stronger spiritual 

resonance than a new mestiza.   

In my thesis, I will be centering spiritual activism to argue that Anzaldúa’s 

thinking pushed beyond reductionist ways of understanding borderlands and possibly 

                                                
7 For more discussions on nepantla, see Gloria Anzaldúa’s Interviews/Entrevistas, 
particularly AnaLouise Keating’s “Risking the Personal” and Anzaldúa’s interview with 
Andrea Lunsford. 
8 Nepantlera, a post-Borderlands term Anzaldúa coined, signifies those who negotiate in-
between spaces between worlds and employ a fifth tactic to offer a shift in perspective by 
listening to opposite worlds. See Anzaldúa’s “now let us shift . . . the path of 
conocimiento . . . inner work, public acts” For an extensive discussion of nepantleras. 
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towards more inclusionary worldviews.  While Anzaldúa did not invent the term spiritual 

activism, she often used it to describe her politics of spirit.  Anzaldúa sees spiritual 

activism serving as the amalgam of spirituality (contemplation, meditation, and private 

rituals) with the technologies of political activism (protests, demonstrations, and 

speakouts) (“now let us shift” 311). With the underlying understanding that spiritual 

activism serves as a profound, shared interconnectedness, Anzaldúa posits a holistic 

worldview for social change: uniting intuitive and material realities. As Anzaldúa 

expands in “now let us shift . . . the path of conocimiento . . . inner work, public acts”: 

With awe and wonder you look around, recognizing the preciousness of 

the earth, the sanctity of every human being on the planet, the ultimate 

unity and interdependence of all beings- somos todos un país. Love swells 

in your chest and shoots out of your heart chakra, linking you to 

everyone/everything. . . . You share a category of identity wider than any 

social position or racial label. This conocimiento motivates you to work 

actively to see that no harm comes to people, animals, ocean-to take up 

spiritual activism and the work of healing. (558)  

As this quotation indicates, Anzaldúa posits a metaphysical energy linking 

everyone and everything that lives. AnaLouise Keating further reiterates that spiritual 

activism is a radically inclusionary politics embracing the spiritual/material, inner/outer, 

individual/collective as insepararable parts of a larger whole (54).  In Anzaldúa’s work,. 

spiritual activism represents an epistemology of the profound metaphysics of 
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interconnectedness; the belief that we are related to all life forms. Anzaldúa states, “Spirit 

exists in everything; therefore God, the divine, is in everything—in whites as well as 

blacks, rapists as well as victims; it’s in the tree, the swamp, the sea. . . . Everything is my 

relative, I’m related to everything” (Interviews/Entrevistas 100). The understanding of 

spirituality transcends definitions often utilized within institutionalized religions. 

For the remainder of my thesis, I will focus more specifically on how Anzaldúa’s 

post-Borderlands theories in her two published children’s books can be read as 

manifestations of spiritual activism. By coupling her children’s books with her lesser-

known theories, Anzaldúa offers theoretical and practical frameworks for enacting 

spiritual activism. In order to provide a detailed analysis, I will treat each text separately’ 

by so doing, I can draw out specific theories, demonstrating how these theories most 

closely embody, enact, and  contribute to our shifting understandings of Anzaldúa’s 

spiritual activism. In chapter two, I will focus on Friends from the Other Side and explore 

key Anzaldúan theories such as conocimiento, desconocminiento, and nos/otras. In 

Chapter three, I will focus on Prietita y La Llorona and highlight additional Anzaldúan 

theories such as nepantla, nepantleras, and facultad. In the pedagogical spirit of the genre 

of children’s literature, I anticipate educating readers about both Anzaldúa’s post-

Borderlands theories and raising awareness about the extensive breadth of Anzaldúa’s 

writing through her children’s literature. More importantly, I hope to provide readers with 

both theoretical and practical frameworks for enacting Anzaldúa’s vision of spiritual 

activism.  
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CHAPTER II 
 

HEALING FROM DESCONOCIMIENTOS OF THE EMBODIED OTHER: 

SPIRITUAL ACTIVISM AS A CONOCIMIENTO OF AN  

INTERCONNECTED NOS/OTRAS 

 Gloria Anzaldúa’s spiritual activism offers a holistic, comprehensive worldview 

bridging together several of her theories, such as desconocimientos, conocimientos, and 

nos/otras. As part of the nonlinear interlocking seven stages of conocimiento found in 

“now let us shift . . the path of conocimiento . . . inner work, public acts”:,” Anzaldúa’s 

different theories weave together organically to evoke inner and external transformation-- 

spiritual activism. To act out the vision of spiritual activism, desconocimientos, or blank 

spots in our knowledge systems, are exposed, interrogated, and deconstructed to give way 

to new conocimientos and re-memberings. Through these new conocimientos, or ways of 

knowing, we begin to understand our interrelatedness with everything that lives, which 

begets a different re-tribalization based on inclusivity—a type of community or identity 

formation which Anzaldúa names “nos/otras.” Nos/otras literally translates into “us/ 

them,” but Anzaldúa uses the term to describe the complicity and intimacy of the self 

with the other; they’re interchangeable.   AnaLouise Keating makes a similar point, 

explaining 

Joined together, nos + otras holds the promise of healing: We contain the 

others, the others contain us.  Significantly, nos/otras does not represent 
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sameness; the differences among “us” still exist, but they function 

dialogically, generating previously unrecognized commonalities and 

connections, or what Anzaldúa describes in “now let us shift” as “an 

unmapped common ground” (570). (“una entrada”)  

 Healing from desconocimientos plays an important role in Anzaldúa’s 

development of spiritual activism in her children’s books. Anzaldúa defines 

desconocimientos as a state of “not knowing, either by willful intention, by setting out to 

remain ignorant, or . . . by default, by expediency” (Interviews/Entrevistas 177). In 

Friends from the Other Side , Anzaldúa’s first published children’s book, we readily 

observe the violence induced by internalized, learned desconocimientos. Situated in south 

Texas, the narrative focuses on young characters navigating borderlands and in-between 

spaces leading to alternative, more empowering conocimientos, which is the Spanish 

word for knowledge or ways of knowing (Interviews/Entrevistas 266). The protagonist, 

Prietita (diminutive for darker-skinned young female), befriends a young androgynous-

looking boy named Joaquín9 who, along with his mother, recently fled economic 

hardships in México. While her cousins cruelly tease Joaquín, calling him “mojado” and 

“wetback,” and the Border Patrol attempts to capture Joaquín and other undocumented 

immigrants, Prietita stands up for Joaquín in both scenes.10 While Prietita’s cousins and 

                                                
9 For more discussions on gender-variant children, see Jody Norton’s “Transchildren, 
Changelings, and Fairies: Living the Dream and Surviving the Nightmare in 
Contemporary America.” 
10 I have not indicated the page numbers for these scenes, because like most children’s 
picture books, Anzaldúa’s books are not paginated. 
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the Border Control illustrate the ways desconocimientos can spur verbal and physical 

aggressions, Prieita embodies alternative empathetic models facilitating commonalities 

among different lived realities. 

In Friends from the Other Side, Anzaldúa offers several ways to confront, respond 

to, and transform the desconocimientos or blank spots in our knowledge systems.11 

Initially, Prietita’s perceptions are informed by her desconocimientos of Joaquín as an 

undocumented person. She notes that he speaks Spanish differently and that his clothes 

are different from the clothes worn by the other boys.12 In their first impressions, their 

differences, and not their shared commonalities, are emphasized. Yet, unlike Prietita’s 

cousin who in the next scene taunts Joaquín for his “Otherness,” Prietita pushes past her 

comfort zone and towards a different modality of empathy. With the assistance of the 

curandera or healer, she finds Joaquín help for the large boils he is hiding underneath his 

shirt as a result of his dangerous crossing to the U.S, and she offers refuge from the 

Border Patrol. Through her writing, Anzaldúa emphasizes the importance of empathy as a 

                                                
11 The social practice of “Othering” has been explored at great lengths in several 
disciplines, including sociology, psychology, literature, and anthropology. The process of 
Other reinforces boundaries. Through “Othering,” one’s individual, group, or national 
identity is constructed through difference. To maintain the paradigm of “us” versus 
“them,” exclusionary practices denying people of their full humanity are often enacted to 
maintain one’s insider status.   
12 In “Transchildren, Changelings, and Fairies: Living the Dream and Surviving the 
Nightmare in Contemporary America,” Jody Norton reads Joaquín’s fluid clothing and 
gentle nature as lending themselves to a transreading. Norton writes, “The project of such 
a reading, particularly when children make up part or all of the audience, is to point out 
gently that variant interpretations/reimaginings, and variant lives that do not conform to 
the usual conventions, are both possible (thinkable) and okay” (154).  
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method enabling us to challenge and transform our desconocimientos. As she writes in 

one of her final essays:  

As we see beyond what divides us to what connects us, we’re compelled 

to reach out beyond our walls of distrust, extend our hands to others and 

share information and resources. The survival of human species depends 

on each one of us connecting to our vecinos (neighbors) whether they live 

across the street, across national borders, or across oceans. (“now let us 

shift” 312) 

Prietita reaches out to Joaquín--someone from the “other” side--and recognizes her 

common humanity with him; this commonality transcends national and self-imposed 

borders. By depicting this recognition of a shared humanity in her children’s book, 

Anzaldúa fosters a larger, global vision for social change which we see manifested 

through many of her later writings.13  

 Spiritual activism calls us to confront our desconocimientos; by so doing, we can 

end the cycle of violence we inflict on each other and ourselves. When we consider that 

the boys who threaten and Other Joaquín have shared ancestry with him and, in many 

contexts, are themselves Othered, we can see appreciate how Anzaldúa complicates 

simple understandings of Othering to incorporate the interdependence of “us” and 

“them.” AnaLouise Keating writes: 

                                                
13 For more discussions on Anzaldúa’s global vision for social change, see two of her 
post-Borderlands essays, “now let us shift . . . the path of conocimiento…inner work, 
public acts” and “Let us be the healing of the wound: The Coyolxauhaqui imperative—la 
sombra y el sueño.” 
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In this either/or system, difference becomes rigidly divisive. When we 

view ourselves and others through this binary lens, we assume that our 

differences are too different—too other, as it were—to have anything of 

importance in common with those whom we have defined as our others. (“ 

(“‘I’m a citizen of the universe” 61) 

Guided by either/or thinking, the neighborhood children could not readily see what they 

had in common with Joaquín and instead, emphasized on their differences to make claim 

to some illusive form of power. However, Anzaldúa asks us to see ourselves in the very 

people we cast stones at.  Prieita “cross[es] the river to the other side” and feels 

compassion for Joaquín by going beyond surface readings of Joaquín’s “otherness.” She 

empathizes with Joaquín’s shame for the boils he carries on his forearms, and she senses 

his fear when the boys begin to throw rocks at him as they demand, “go back to where 

[you] belong!” As Anzaldúa’s children’s books illustrate, until we can learn to cross the 

metaphoric and concrete rivers of Otherness, we will continue to replicate 

desconocimientos perpetuating systems of violence.   

 As a process and tool to overcome desconocimientos, Anzaldúa develops her 

theory of conocimiento, which she uses to describe a profound, multi-layered way of 

knowing and acting. Conocimientos, Anzaldúa’s theory deconstructing how reality and 

identity is created, “shift[s] the frame of reference, reframe[s] the issue or situation being 

looked at, [and] connect[s] the disparate parts of information in new ways or from a 

perspective that is new” (178). Conocimientos have the potential to create new realities as 
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we let go of conditioned and colonized ways of knowing (desconocimientos) and begin to 

explore and enact alternative, intuitive, and experiential knowledges (conocimientos.) 

Anzaldúa reminds us that gaining conocimientos is not an easy endeavor as we become 

aware of and shed old desconocimientos and leave parts of ourselves behind. However, 

Anzaldúa also reminds us that living with our desconocimientos can be even more 

painful, so it behooves us to do the necessary healing work of conocimientos.  

Shifting from desconocimientos to conocimientos, Prietita learns to see Joaquín 

not as an “Other,” but as a friend. Through Prietita’s experiences with Joaquín, readers 

are offered more nuanced and empathetic conocimientos about the Texas-Mexico border, 

immigration, and immigrants than those offered by mainstream media outlets infused 

with hateful anti-immigration rhetoric. Anzaldúa explains: 

[Conocimiento] encourages folks to empathize and sympathize with 

others, to walk in the other’s shoes, whether the other is a member of the 

same group or belongs to a different culture. It means to place oneself in a 

state of resonance with the other’s feelings and situations, and to give the 

other an opportunity to express their needs and points of view. To relate to 

others by recognizing commonalities. (Interviews/Entrevistas 178) 

As the above passage illustrates, conocimientos offer the potential to see beyond our 

differences and reach towards our commonalities. By thus shifting our energies from 

points of difference to shared commonalities, Anzaldúa constructs a powerful relational 

worldview of spiritual activism.  
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 Conocimientos are inextricably tied to acts of social justice. Anzaldúa writes, 

“Conocimiento pushes us into engaging the spirit in confronting our social sickness with 

new tools and practices whose goal is to effect a shift” (“now let us shift” 311). Prietita 

serves as a prime example of this dialogical back-and-forth movement from 

conocimiento to a shift towards ethical action. Prietita breaks from familiar narratives of 

her past to construct new ones in her interactions with Joaquín. She moves from 

empathizing with Joaquín to assisting him in several ways: Tey Diana Rebolledo makes a 

similar point, noting that, “in conocimiento, the next step after knowing is activism” (281, 

her italics). As Rebolledo highlights, conocimiento produces material responses as 

well,thus serving as emblematic of spiritual activism: the spiritual and material.  

Ultimately, spiritual activism seeks the union between constructed “opposites.” 

The narrative highlights intense Othering scenes to resonate with the story’s title, but also 

to exemplify Anzaldúa’s theory of nos/otras. Anzaldúa’s nos/otras denotes the 

simultaneous insider/outsider power differential relationships. Anzaldúa explains: 

Honoring people’s otherness, las nepantleras advocate a “nos/otras” 

position—an alliance between “us” and “others.” In nos/otras, the “us” is 

divided in two, the slash in the middle representing the bridge—the best 

mutuality we can hope for at the moment. Las nepantleras envision a time 

when the bridge will no longer be needed—we’ll have a seamless 

nosotras. (570) 
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With the title, Friends from the Other Side/Amigos del Otro Lado ,the book calls 

attention specifically to Othering, but simultaneously disrupts this binary. While Joaquín 

initially functions from the “Other” side, he shifts towards a common side. Much of the 

narrative is guided through this nos/otras lens. When Prietita first interacts with Joaquín, 

she sees him primarily as Other—as entirely apart from her. The little boys taunting 

Joaquín further emphasize his otherness. However, through the development of the plot, 

Preitita teaches us many ways we can begin shifting towards a seamless nosotras.  

Anzaldúa offers several powerful illustrations of what nosotras might look like in 

Friends from the Other Side. After Prietita confronts and defends Joaquín from the taunts 

of her cousin, Prietita and Joaquín stand looking at each other. When Joaquín tells her 

that he was scared, she replies, “I know.” Through this scene, we witness a symbolic 

moment of mutual reflection in which the two children see through each other’s eyes. 

Even the illustrations capture nosotras by depicting Prietita and Joaquín leveled to each 

other, with equal footing. The scene reflects a move towards “nosotras” and away from 

“nos/otras.” Furthermore, Prietita empathizes with Joaquín’s pain on a deeper level. 

Initially, she was driven by desconocimientos about immigration. By this scene, Prietita 

understands his pain on a different level as if his pain were part of her own. As such, 

Prietita’s relationship with Joaquín represents a shift towards “nosotras without the 

slash.”  

A discussion of Anzaldúa’s children’s books would be incomplete without a 

discussion of the role of the illustrations, especially since the illustrations also indicate a 
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shift towards nosotras. Unlike earlier scenes of the U.S./Mexico fence with visible signs 

of “Keep Out,” the last scene illustrates traces of a fence broken down. In a more 

symbolic sense, the slash between “nos” and “otras” begins to tear down. Where before a 

fence stood staunchly as a reminder between us and others, the final illustrations depict a 

move towards a disruption of the us/them binary through the symbolic broken fence.  

In this chapter, I explored some of the ways that we can read desconocimientos, 

conocimientos, facultad, and nos/otras in Friends from the Other Side as a broader 

reading of spiritual activism. Desconocimientos and conocimientos work hand-in-hand, 

both parts of a larger transformational process; and nos/otras guide us towards a social 

praxis of social change where we’re not informed by such rigid understandings of power 

of otherness. Whereas before scholars indirectly addressed her theories in her children’s 

books, placing them in the forefront gives us additional insights into Anzaldúa’s holistic 

view for social change through spiritual activism.   
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CHAPTER III 

(RE)CLAIMING THE SPIRITUAL: HEALING THE MATERIAL/SPIRITUAL SPLIT 

Spiritual activism heals the split between the material/spiritual. Although the 

material and spiritual may seem contradictory, for Gloria Anzaldúa, they are 

interconnected. As AnaLouise Keating explains, “Although the word ‘spiritual’ implies 

an other-worldy, inward-looking perspective that invites escape from at times even denial 

of social injustices, the word ‘activism implies outward-directed interaction with the 

material world—the very world that spirituality seems to deny or downplay. Yet for 

Anzaldúa, these very different worlds and worldviews are inseparable (although not 

identical)” (53-54).14 Spiritual activism challenges Cartesian frameworks in which the 

spiritual exists outside the material, and instead, offers a profound metaphysics of 

interconnectedness.15  

By recognizing spirituality in everything, including the material world, Anzaldúa 

posits a relational worldview where we are connected though “invisible fibers to 

everyone on the planet and that each person’s actions impact the rest of the world” (“now 

let us shift” 309). In this chapter, I will focus on Anzaldúa’s second children’s book, 

                                                
14 For further discussions, please see AnaLouise Keating’s “’I’m a citizen of the 
universe’: Gloria Anzaldúa’s Spiritual Activism as Catalyst for Social Change.” 
15 For further discussions of Anzaldúa’s spiritual activism serving as a profound 
metaphysics of interconnectedness, please see AnaLouise Keating’s “Shifting 
Perspectives: Spiritual Activism, Social Transformation, and the Politics of Spirit.”  
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Prietita y La Llorona/Prietita and the Ghost Woman, to (re)claim the spiritual in 

Anzaldúa’s writing and demonstrate how Anzaldúa works to heal the material/spiritual 

split. As part of spiritual activism, there must be a constant (re)claiming of the spiritual in 

Anzaldúa’s writings—the parts that have been shunned by most academics. Only then, 

we will be able to truly recognize Gloria Anzaldúa’s radical vision for social change 

rooted in the spiritual and grounded en la tierra.   

Although Anzaldúa evokes spirituality in Friends from the Other Side, Prietita y 

la Llorona offers a stronger spiritual resonance with the presence of both la curandera 

(healer) and the spirit of La Llorona (wailing woman.)  In most accounts, La Llorona 

represents a traditional Mexican figure who can be compared to the modern-day 

“Boogeyman,” kills her children and appears thereafter at night crying for her lost 

children while looking for other children to steal. Notably, Anzaldúa renders La Llorona 

a different reading from the often anti-feminist folk story of La Llorona. In Prietita y La 

Llorona, Prietita is advised by la curandera16 to locate a rue plant as a remedio or remedy 

to help her ailing mother. During her quest to locate the healing plant, Prietita solicits the 

guidance of animals along her journey who are often irresponsive to her pleas. Despite 

navigating dangerous and unfamiliar terrains, Prietita eventually locates the rue plant 

with the spiritual guidance of La Llorona. Anzaldúa’s Llorona is quite different from the 

dangerous and “evil” figure of traditional narratives of Llorona. Anzaldúa embarks on the 

spiritual activist project of healing desconocimientos about La Llorona and everything 

                                                
16 For further discussion on the role of curanderas in the Prieitita stories, read George 
Hartley’s “The Curandera of Conquest: Gloria Anzaldúa’s Decolonial Remedy.”  
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she represents and offering new concocimientos about spirituality by tying her with a 

more complex personhood.  

Through this crossing and interacting with La Llorona, Prietita symbolically 

enters nepantla.17 Unlike the precedence that the material takes for borderlands theory 

located within the geo-political region of the U.S./Mexico border, nepantla resonates 

more spiritually. As Anzaldúa asserts, “With nepantla the connection to the spiritual 

world is more pronounced as is the connection to the world after death, to psychic spaces. 

It has more spiritual, psychic, supernatural, and indigenous resonance” 

(Interviews/Entrevistas 176). Nepantla often serves as a liminal (threshold) space, the 

cracks between worlds imbued with potential for spiritual transformation by healing 

painful material/spiritual splits.  

By reading Prietita y La Llorona through a nepantla lens, readers gain more 

holistic understandings of the narrative and understand more fully the spiritual 

dimensions of Anzaldúa’s writings. Several scholars have rightfully focused on the 

reimagining of the anti-feminist folklore story of La Llorona, but paid less attention to 

how the spiritual elements contributes an additional layer to this reimagining. As Irene 

Lara explains in “Bruja Positionalities: Toward a Chicana/Latina Spiritual Activism,” La 

Llorona has been demonized and used to police women’s transgressive spiritualities and 

sexualities. Yet, Lara contends that by claiming a bruja18 positionality, we can heal from 

                                                
 
18 Irene Lara defines a “bruja” as a female practitioner of spiritual, sexual, and healing 
knowledges.  
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desconocimientos about women’s spiritually and sexuality and reclaim a more powerful 

feminine spirituality and sexuality. Irene Lara writes: 

As a practice of what Gloria Anzaldúa might call “spiritual activism,’ a 

bruja positionality is built on healing the internalized desconocimientos 

that demonize la Bruja and the transgressive spirituality and sexuality that 

she represents. If we are indeed to enact a spiritual vision of 

interconnectedness between all living things, this entails claiming la Bruja 

within and without in spite of the fear her representation engenders in 

dominant cultures. Moreover nurturing la Bruja within and outside of 

ourselves is part of social change that legitimizes indigenous and mestiza 

spiritual and sexual conocimientos that, in turn, can inspire and facilitate 

more positive social change. (13) 

Anzaldau participates in healing desconocimientos that demonize La Llorona as an “evil” 

mother, and grants her a spiritual reading that is more life-affirming. By validating La 

Llorona as a more complex figure than the folktale allows, Anzaldúa validates femininity 

and spirituality as powerful modalities. Using the children’s book genre, she offers future 

generations more nuanced understanding of female spirituality and spirituality. 

 At the heart of nepantla, there exists a blurring of the material and spiritual world. 

For Anzaldúa, this blurring between worlds is an important goal of her children’s books. 

As she explains in an interview, “One of the tasks I’ve chosen is to blur these boundaries 

[between concrete reality and intuition]. I try to do this with some of the Prieta stories 
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where one reality bleeds into another, where fiction bleeds into concrete reality with 

dreams and visions” (21). Prietita blurs the boundaries between the material world and 

the spiritual world through her interactions with La Llorona. La Llorona serves as one of 

the ultimate spiritual presences in the narrative. As readers, we are invited to explore the 

possibility that La Llorona exists in her spiritual/material dimensions. Anzaldúa’s 

invitational ethics are also more emblematic of her later writings. As such, her children’s 

books serve as extensions of spiritual activism as they posit the material and spiritual as 

inseparable without a clear definite line between them.  

As Prietita accepts La Llorona’s help, she embodies Anzaldúa’s theory of 

nepantleras,19 an extension of Anzaldúa’s theory of nepantla. Anzaldúa coined the term 

nepantleras to identify people who exist in-between worlds, and form new knowledges 

and realities out of positioning themselves in the interstices of these different worlds. As 

AnaLouise Keating explains, nepantleras are those who “live within and among multiple 

worlds and, often through painful negotiations, develop what Anzaldúa describes a 

‘perspective from the cracks’; they use these transformed perspectives to invent holistic, 

relational theories and tactics enabling them to reconceive or in other ways transform the 

various worlds in which they exist” (Shifting Perspectives” 322). As a nepantlera, Prietita 

mediates between the tangible and spiritual worlds through her engagements with la 

curandera and La Llorona. Nepantleras facilitate links between dualisms, work from 

                                                
19 Nepantlera, a post-Borderlands term Anzaldúa coined, signifies those who negotiate 
in-between spaces between worlds and employ a fifth tactic to offer a shift in perspective 
by listening to opposite worlds. See Anzaldúa’s “now let us shift . . . the path of 
conocimiento . . . inner work, public acts.” 
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multiple locations, and serve as reminders of each other’s search for wholeness of being 

(Anzaldúa 293). By opening herself to the cracks between worlds, Prietita breaks down 

the binary between the spiritual and the material to offer a more holistic worldview and 

reality encompassing both. Prietita remains simultaneously grounded in the earth, and 

connected to the spiritual world. Both do not exist without the other; as such, Preitita 

offers a healing of this split. By reading Anzaldúa’s protagonist only as a new mestiza, 

scholars often fail to recognize these additional layerings and negotiations between 

realities/worlds. Through a spiritual activist and/or nepantlera lens, we witness the 

complex negotiations Prietita makes as she challenges dominant culture’s understanding 

of spirituality, and opens herself to alternative female spiritualities.   

Nepantleras, additionally, are marked through overcoming and transforming fear 

and pain into something more empowering. As Keating reminds us, being a nepantlera is 

not always easy, but nepantleras’ straddling of worlds is imperative for a global vision of 

interconnectedness. When Prietita first encounters La Llorona, she is afraid. The narrator 

states, “She wanted to run away, but she forces herself to walk toward the sound.” While 

confronting La Llorona proved challenging, Prietita enacts the role of a nepantlera by 

confronting and opening herself to painful negotiations. Anzaldúa writes, “Let the wound 

caused by the serpent be cured by the serpent” (Borderlands 72). Through confronting 

her fears, Prietita gains new conocimientos about spirituality. Through Prietita, readers 

understand the difficulty of gaining new conocimientos as we let go of indoctrinated 

desconocimientos, but readers also learn of the importance of conocimientos for our 
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collective, global survival. Anzaldúa writes, “Tu camino de concomiento requires that 

you encounter your shadow side and confront what you’ve programmed yourself (and 

have been programmed by your cultures) to avoid (desconocer), to confront the traits and 

habits distorting how you see reality and inhibiting the full use of your facultades” (“now 

let us shift” 541). Spiritual activism also requires that we embrace our fears and to open 

ourselves to alternative, indigenous-rooted facultades. 

By opening herself to La Llorona, Prietita heals the pieces of La Llorona’s 

narrative demonizing her as a powerful, terrifying spiritual figure. Prietita negotiated old 

understandings of La Llorona with new understandings of La Llorona to create a more 

holistic, complex representation. La Llorona’s original tale inspiring fear served futile as 

Prietita listened to her faculties that told her to go beyond “rationality” to uncover new 

truths. Anzaldúa writes,  

Often delving deeply into instead of fleeing from it can being an 

understanding (conocimiento) that will turn things around. . . When others 

saw borders these nepantleras saw links; where others saw abysses, they 

saw bridges spanning those abysses. For nepantleras to bridge is an act of 

will, an act of love, an attempt toward compassion and reconciliation, and 

a promise to be present with the pain of others without losing themselves 

to it. (246)  
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Even at a young age, Prietita could listen to her strong faculties instructing her to attend 

to her intuition. Irene Lara writes, “We need to listen to our hearts, intuitions, 

subconscious, bodies, bodymindspirits—whatever we want to call our faculties of 

knowledge that include but go beyond our rational minds. . . . others fears cannot stop us 

from working towards being whole”  (30). Our rational minds help guide us, but our 

spiritual energies can push us past our comfort zone toward new knowledges.  

Notably, the story ends with a powerful dialogue. Prietita’s cousin comments, “La 

Llorona! But everyone knows she takes children away. She doesn’t bring them back.” 

Prietita responds, “Perhaps she is not what others think she is.” As a nepantlera, Prietita 

espouses counterhegemonic understandings of La Llorona and the world by challenging 

the conventional reductionist tale. More importantly, Prietita challenges and gives new 

meanings to reality/spiritual dichotomies. Sonia Saldívar-Hull asserts, “Because [Chicana 

feminist’s] work has been ignored by the men and women in charge of the modes of 

cultural production, we must be innovative in our search. Hegemony has so constructed 

the ideas of method and theory that often we cannot recognize anything that is different 

from what the dominant discourse constructs” (46). Prietita’s cousin understood La 

Llorona through the lens of dominant discourse permeating her figure, but Prietita paved 

a new path for understanding La Llorona on other levels not yet explored. Anzaldúa 

writes, “We’re loosening the grip of outmoded methods and ideas in order to allow new 

ways of being and acting to emerge, but we’re not totally abandoning the old—we’re 

building on it” (“(Un)natural bridges” 244). Prietita’s interactions with La Llorona offer a 
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new narrative. To symbolize this shift, Prietita even begins to call La Llorona “Señora 

Llorona.” This shift is important because “Señora” denotes a respectable woman within 

Latina/o cultures. The article “La” relegates La Llorona as an object, but using  “Señora” 

Prietita shifts her from an object to a subject.  

An important tool facilitating conocimientos is a strong sense of inner facultad. 

Anzaldúa develops her theory of la facultad in Borderlands, but surprisingly it does not 

receive as much scholarly attention as her other Borderlands theories such as borderlands, 

the new mestiza, and mestiza consciousness. However, la facultad is a significant 

component of Anzaldúa’s spiritual activism, for it helps us develop more conscious 

understandings of spiritual realities. Anzaldúa explains: 

La facultad is the capacity to see in surface phenomena the meaning of 

deeper realities, to see the structure below the surface. It is an instant 

“seeing,” a quick perception arrived at without conscious reasoning. . . . 

Those who are pounced on the most have it the strongest—the females, 

the homosexuals of all races, the darkskinned, the outcast, the persecuted, 

the marginalized, the foreign. . . . It’s a kind of survival tactic that people, 

caught between worlds, unknowingly cultivate. It is latent in all of us. 

(Borderlands 60-61, her italics) 

Prietita relies on her existing facultades for survival. When she wants to run away from 

La Llorona, she pushes herself to stay despite her fear.  
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Anzaldúa equips both children and adults alike with powerful, alternative tools for 

confronting violence through listening to one’s facultades. Tiffany Ana López’s 

“Reading Trauma and Violence in U.S. Latina/o Children’s Literature” describes 

Anzaldúa’s children’s books as offering active modes of survival for navigating often 

hostile and violent spaces (2). López draws on examples of Prietita’s facultad, while not 

explicitly naming these moments as “facultad.” López writes, “Notably, Prietita works 

under the mentorship of an herb woman to become a healer. Her apprenticeship requires 

that she learn to recognize variations in the landscape and discern the difference between 

things that are toxic and things that are healing” (17). Curanderas are guided by their 

attuned levels of facultad, and Prietita is learning to cultivate this level of facultad 

through her apprenticeship with la curandera. To build on López’s argument, I read 

Prietita’s facultad as an important tool available for children who navigate spaces of 

violence. Moreover, her apprenticeship with la curandera simultaenously validates 

spirituality as curanderismo.21 

When she is lost looking for the rue plant for her mother, Prietita utilizes her 

facultad to guide her through the woods. For instance, she calls upon the animals for 

guidance, and communicates with them as best as she can. Reading her call to animals 

through a facultad lens, Prietita excavates ancestral knowledge, understanding our 

interdependence with all living beings. Prieita learns to listen and speak with the animals 

                                                
21 See George Hartley’s “The Curandera Conquest: Gloria Anzaldúa’s Decolonial 
Remedy” for further discussions of the decolonization of curanderismo, particularly 
through Anzaldúa’s children’s books.  
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of the woods. Moreover, Anzaldúa draws attention to animals as spirit guides. Prietita 

was equipped to navigate this space through this additional survival tool. In George 

Hartley’s “The Curandera of Conquest,” he argues that Anzaldúa heals the wounds 

caused by capitalism and colonialism by recovering ancestral knowledges that hone on 

our inherent facultades. Our ancestors knew how to survive, and Prietita has a strong 

understanding of these forms of survival through her interactions with animals.  

 While possessing acquired fears from previous desconocimientos, Prietita, 

inspired by her facultad, opens herself to new conocimientos of La Llorona. Prietita 

communicates with the spiritual world through La Llorona. Prietita’s facultad—or extra 

sense—facilitates her ability to navigate between worlds, as she is lost in the woods. 

Prietita mediates between the material, tangible world and the spiritual world and 

engages in a discourse found between the cracks of these two worlds. Anzaldúa writes: 

Navigating the cracks between worlds is difficult and painful, like going 

through the process of reconstructing a new life, a new identity. Both are 

necessary to our survival and growth. . . . The future belongs to those who 

cultivate cultural sensitivies to differences and who use these abilities to 

forge a hybrid consciousness that transcends the ‘us’ versus ‘them’ 

mentality and will carry us into a nosotras position bridging extremes of 

our cultural realities. (Interviews/Entrevistas 255)  

Prietita’s survival depends on her ability to call upon her facultad to guide her through 

dangerous moments. She can see past her differences from the spirit of La Llorona, and 
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reach out to her. As such, the narrative invites readers to foster our own facultades to 

confront our own desconocimientos about spirituality.   

 Prieitita y La Llorona serves as a prime example of the blurring tangible and 

spiritual realities. Embodying a nepantlera, Prietia enters nepantla to facilitate her growth 

process towards finding the rue plant necessary to help her mother. With a strong sense of 

facutlad, Prietita is able to go beyond her fears and listen to her intuitive knowledges. 

Through this text, Anzaldúa also asks us to see spirituality in our daily lives as not 

something separate, but integral to our lives. As her theory of spiritual activism calls us, 

we can heal the splits between “opposites” to offer more holistic realities.  
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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

 Gloria Anzaldúa’s children’s literature offers an extensive breadth into her 

complex lesser-known theories. Validating the versatile nature of Anzaldúa’s thought 

processes through the inclusion of her children’s books and post-Borderlands theories 

offers exiting new worlds to explore.  By not incorporating in meaningful ways her 

children’s literature and/or post-Borderlands theories into scholarly inquiry, we miss out 

on additional significant pedagogical functions of Anzaldúa’s writings—particularly 

those pertaining to spirituality. Anzaldúa reminds us in several interviews that spirituality 

remained at the heart of her writings. Similarly, AnaLouise Keating also highlights the 

importance of exploring these “blank spots” or desconocimientos further in Anzaldúan 

scholarship to gain a better understanding of Anzaldúa’s radical, holistic vision for social 

change. As my thesis begins to explore, Anzaldúa’s post-Borderland theories such as 

nos/otras, nepantla, and nepantleras really speak to her vision of spiritual activism.  

Through her children’s books, Anzaldúa exposes several significant 

desconocimientos and invites new conocimientos. As a genre, children’s literature serves 

as an important way to unlearn desconocimientos. Juan Mah y Busch mentions, “Both 

stories equate growth, a central theme in children’s literature, with learning knowledge 

that is often ignored, what Anzaldúa refers to as desconocimientos” (156). More and 
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more authors are recognizing the importance of children’s literature to plant the seeds for 

future generations. With high drop-out rates and incarceration rates linked to illiteracy, 

children’s literature offers a viable way to intervene in and alter these rates . As Anzaldúa 

provides children with many accessible ways for engaging with theories rooted in the 

quest for social change, she provides both young and older readers alike with alternative 

tools to confront varying forms of violence and suffering. She offers instead a more 

holistic worldview rooted in interconnectedness with a great sense of seeing spirituality 

imbued in everything and everyone: Anzaldúa’s vision for spiritual activism.  
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